Outpatients (Series 2)
13 x 60’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. The Bold and The Bountiful
It’s all about that base when Dr Cathy receives a visit from a high-profile friend; Khanyi Mbau
wants a little more junk in her trunk. A little lip filler goes a long way when Dr Cathy helps a
transgender woman further feminise her features.

2. The Six Year Old Surviour
Dr Cathy is blown away by cute little Kayla, who has survived, not one, but two major scalp injuries.
Now she just needs to brave it through her painful hair transplant. Dr Cathy also joins one of her
patients at a colon hydrotherapist.

3. Face and Base Lifts
Exotic dancer, Lady Inzyne, visits Dr Cathy for a new and improved booty. Dr Cathy also
transforms the faces of two patients suffering from facial paralysis.

4. Tenacious Toddler
Dr Cathy meets a cheeky and determined three year old, Palesa, who won’t let her Spina Bifida
slow her down. She also launches a support group for youngsters suffering from Alopecia, a
devastating condition which can cause total hair loss.

5. The Many Faces of Addiction
An old friend of Dr Cathy shares the shocking tale of how hallucinogens saved her from an
addiction to sleeping tablets, while Dr Cathy tackles the common issue of gaming addiction.
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6. Miracle Baby
Dr Cathy delves deeper when she visits a cutting-edge skin cancer facility in Pretoria and has a
serious message to share about the sun. Baby Anashe has lived with Encephalocele for two
incredible years, after doctors’ predicted she would survive for only two weeks.

7. The Indelible Human Spirit
Dr Cathy hears the horrifying tale of triathlete, Mhlengi Gwala, who survived a real life Saw movie.
Against all odds, Mhlengi has defiantly returned to his sport.

8. No Pain, No Gain
The tables are turned when Dr Cathy finds herself on the receiving end of a doctor’s prescription if she wants to curb her loss of bone density, she’ll have to go to the gym for some serious
resistance training.

9. Pet Trurns Prediator
Dr Cathy pays a visit to Adri who has survived a terrifying ordeal - she lost an arm after her pitbull
turned on her in a vicious attack. Dr Cathy catches up with Courtney from Season 1, who also
survived a horrendous animal attack.

10. Liquid Fire
Dr Cathy helps a man scarred by an atrocious acid attack. During a routine consultation with a
lovely young tap dancer, Dr Cathy notices a troubling symptom - a suspicious lesion on her scalp.
She uses the opportunity to further drive home an important message.

11. Surgeons For Little Lives
We spend a day in the life of incredible NPO, Surgeons for Little Lives, who are bringing world
class expertise and resources to some of the country’s least fortunate patients. Dr Cathy also
teams up with a stylish celebrity and an amazing gynecologist.
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12. Don’t Sweat The Smal Stuff
Dr Cathy calls on an incredible medical tattoo artist to help her change the life of a breast cancer
survivor. Dr Cathy joins 2 beautiful socialites to find out more about the cutting-edge technology
that
has the power to make armpit sweat a thing of the past.

13. Reflections
Dr Cathy takes a journey back through the most memorable, shocking and touching stories of the
season. She invites Episode Four’s feisty toddler, Palesa, back to her practice for a lovely surprise
and
Episode One’s classy transgender lady, Nikki, has some sweet and surprising news of her own to
share.
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